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Structural Stability and Adatom Diffusion at Steps on Hydrogenated Si(100) Surfaces
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We present first-principles total-energy calculations which reveal microscopic structures of the steps
and mechanisms of the adatom diffusion on hydrogenated Si(100) surfaces. Energetics among severa
types of the steps depends on the hydrogen chemical potentialmH, and the nonrebonded structure is
more stable than the rebonded one for a wide range ofmH. Calculations of the diffusion pathways
and activation barriers for the adatom show that the Schwoebel barrier is absent near the single-layer
steps. It is also found that the nonrebondedSB step is a deep sink for the adatom in epitaxial growth.
[S0031-9007(98)07908-3]

PACS numbers: 68.35.Bs, 68.35.Fx, 68.55.–a, 81.10.Aj
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Steps on surfaces play a crucial role in the epitax
growth of semiconductors [1]. In the step flow regim
at high temperatures, adatoms which have been adsor
on terraces diffuse to step edges and then are incorpora
into the crystal. At lower temperatures, two-dimension
islands, where boundaries are regarded as short step ed
grow on the terraces, gathering adatoms in the vicini
Adatom diffusion and incorporation near the step edg
are thus fundamental atomic processes in the grow
phenomena. In this Letter, we report first-principles tota
energy calculations which reveal microscopic structures
the steps, and mechanisms of the adatom diffusion a
incorporation onto hydrogenated Si(100) surfaces.

The hydrogenated Si(100) surface has been extensiv
studied for its importance in both science and technolo
[2–12]. In homoepitaxial and heteroepitaxial growt
using chemical vapor deposition or gas-source molecu
beam epitaxy (MBE), the growth front is terminated by H
[2–6]. In solid source MBE, H is introduced intentionally
to assist in epitaxial growth [7–10]. Morphology o
overlayers indeed depends on H coverage [3,6,10], a
even the growth mode is modified using H as a surfacta
in the heteroepitaxy [7,8].

Each pair of top-layer Si atoms on the (100) surfac
forms a dimer, and the dimer rows are aligned along t
k011l direction. H atoms introduced on the surface usua
terminate the remaining dangling bonds leading to t
2 3 1 phase [13]. The dimer rows cause two distin
types of atomic steps: one where the step edge is para
to the dimer-row direction on an upper terrace and t
other where it is normal, labeled by the subscriptsA andB,
respectively [14]. Recent first-principles calculations ha
revealed that a Si adatom on a terrace of the hydrogena
surface is adsorbed substitutionally and then diffuses
the terrace via a complex mechanism where the H capt
and release are essential atomic processes [11,12]. L
is known about the steps, however: Local structures a
energetics of the steps and, moreover, mechanisms of
adatom diffusion near the steps and its sticking to the s
edges need to be clarified.
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We here report total-energy calculations within the l
cal density approximation (LDA) for structures of single
(S) and double- (D) layer steps on the H-terminated2 3 1
Si(100) surface. We find that the energetics among seve
types of the steps is sensitive to the H chemical potent
This leads to a possible controllability of the step mo
phology by changing H atmosphere. Calculated scann
tunneling microscope (STM) images facilitate microscop
identifications of the steps through comparison with e
periments. We have also calculated diffusion pathwa
and activation energies for a Si adatom near the step ed
It is found that the H capture and release are crucial p
cesses and that an additional activation barrier near the
edges (the Schwoebel effect [15]) isabsentin contrast to
the prevailing picture. It is also found that theSB step is a
deepsink for the adatom. Its implication for the morphol
ogy of overlayers is also discussed.

All calculations have been performed by use
norm-conserving pseudopotentials [16], the LDA for th
exchange-correlation energy [17], and the conjuga
gradient minimization technique [18]. The surface
simulated by a repeating slab model in which five Si la
ers and an 8.4 Å vacuum layer are included. The botto
of the slab has a bulklike structure with each Si ato
saturated by two H atoms. To simulate steps, we u
the periodic step arrays on the (100) surfaces with2 3 n
periodicities (n  6, 8, and 10) and thes15, 1, 1d vicinal
surfaces. The 8-Ry cutoff energy in the plane wave ba
and the threek points in surface Brillouin zone (SBZ)
are used [11]. It is found that the energy differenc
between several key geometries converge well at the 8
cutoff, although a larger cutoff energy is necessary for t
absolute total-energy convergence: For the total-ene
difference between the stable and the saddle-point geo
tries on the HySi(100)-s2 3 1d [11], the 8-Ry cutoff gives
the converged value which is 5% (0.04 eV) smaller th
the completely converged value obtained by the 30-
cutoff. The cutoff-energy convergence is also examin
by performing the calculations for silane SiH4. The Si-H
bond length, the stretching vibrational frequency, a
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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the bending vibrational frequency obtained by the 8-R
cutoff agree with the well converged values obtained b
the 30-Ry cutoff with the differences of 1.2%, 3.0%, an
4.0%, respectively. Geometries are optimized for a
atoms except for the bottommost Si and H atoms until th
remaining force on each atom is less than 0.005 RyyÅ.

The diffusion pathways and activation energies for th
adatom are calculated by the constrained optimization
a (N 2 1)-dimensional space, whereN is the degree of
freedom in the unit cell. We first perform an exten
sive search of the (meta)stable structures for the adato
Then, for a diffusion process between the two metastab
structures, we define a plane [i.e., a (N 2 1)-dimensional
hyperspace] perpendicular to the line which connec
the two metastable structures (i.e.,N-dimensional vec-
tors). Geometry optimization is then performed within th
(N 2 1)-dimensional hyperspace. We repeat the op
mization for several geometries which are initially locate
at different positions on the line. The2 3 6 unit cell and
two k points in SBZ are used for this purpose. Use of th
larger unit cells with the2 3 10 and 4 3 6 periodicities
changes the activation energies by less than 0.06 eV.

Figure 1 shows calculated formation energiesl per
surface lattice constantsa  3.84 Åd of SA, SB, DA, and
DB steps as a function of the H chemical potentialmH. The
formation energies ofSA, SB, andDB steps are calculated
using the periodic step arrays with the2 3 n lateral
periodicity (superscripts in Fig. 1): The convergence wit
respect ton is assured within 50 meVya [19]. On the
other hand,lsDAd 2 flsSAd 1 lsSBdg is calculated using
the s15, 1, 1d vicinal surface. The local structures of the

FIG. 1. Formation energies per surface lattice constantsa 
3.84 Åd of single-layer and double-layer steps (relative to th
flat surface) as a function of hydrogen chemical potenti
mH. The letters “n” and “r” indicate “nonrebonded” and
“rebonded,” respectively. The reference ofmH is the value
at which SiH4 can be formed from a reservoir of H and bulk S
with no energy cost (Ref. [13]). In the region ofmH . 20.22
eV (vertical line), the step formation energies may be modifie
since the structure on the terrace changes to the3 3 1 phase.
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B-type steps are in sharp contrast with those on the cle
surface: Rearrangement of a bond network at the s
edge (rebonding) that is a principal atomic relaxation
the clean surface is found to be energetically unfavora
on the hydrogenated surface. This is a consequence
the existence of H atoms which terminate dangling bon
at the step edge. This small but important difference
the local structure manifests itself in the STM image
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the calculated STM imag
of the rebondedDB step on the clean surface and th
nonrebondedDB step on the hydrogenated surface. Th
difference between the two structures is clearly seen
the images. The existence of H atoms also affects the lo
structures of other types of the steps: e.g., thep-bonding
relaxation in the nonrebondedDB step on the clean surface
[20,21] is missing on the hydrogenated surface. On t
hydrogenated surface [22], the rebonded and nonrebon
structures [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)] are easily distinguish
from the STM images: In the nonrebondedDB step,
medium-bright parts, corresponding to the H atoms bond
to the edge Si atoms, are separated by,0.8a from the
neighbor dimers of the upper terrace, while in the rebond
DB step, they are separated by,1.5a. This difference is
also found in the images of the single-layer steps.

In the region of the H chemical potential where th
2 3 1 phase is stable, formation energiesl of SA, SB, and
DB steps are relatively low (Fig. 1). From the calculation
of the vicinal surfaces, the energy differencelsDBd 2

flsSAd 1 lsSBdg is quite small, which implies that both
theDB step and theSA plusSB steps are equally observabl
in experiments. At high temperatures, Si adatoms diffu

FIG. 2. Simulated STM images of (a) the rebondedDB step
on the clean surface and (b) the nonrebonded and (c) rebon
DB steps on the hydrogenated surface (the upper terrace
the left). The bias voltages are approximately21.6 eV with
respect to the highest occupied states. Black and open cir
denote H atoms and Si atoms, respectively. Bright par
which mean higher positions of iso-electron-density surfac
correspond to the H atoms on the hydrogenated surface, w
to the up atoms of Si dimers on the clean surface (Ref. [22])
5367
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relatively fast, tending to form their equilibrium island
shapes. Anisotropic islands that are observed on the cle
surface are indeed interpreted in terms of the anisotro
in lsSd since the boundaries of the islands are regarded
step edges [23]. However, the step formation energies a
sensitive tomH on the hydrogenated surface. Calculate
results thus predict that equilibrium shapes of the ste
and epitaxial islands on the hydrogenated surface a
controlled by changingmH, i.e., the H pressure along with
temperature.

Figure 3 shows calculated diffusion pathways and a
tivation energies for the Si adatom near the nonrebond
SB and theSA steps. We present one of the several pat
ways along which activation energies are found to b
comparable. Near the nonrebondedSB step edge, a lot
of metastable sites which are not seen on the flat surfa
are found. An adatom from the channel between dim
rows on the upper terrace reaches a local minimum atA1,
which is essentially the same as the global minimum

FIG. 3. Calculated diffusion pathways and activation energie
for the adatom near (a) the nonrebondedSB and (b) theSA steps
(the upper terrace on the left). Black and open circles deno
H atoms and Si atoms, respectively. Small dots represe
metastable sites. The structures shown in (a) and (b) are
corresponding equilibrium ones without an adatom. Value
shown in the lower panels of (a) and (b) are the energies
the metastable or transition states with respect to the glob
minimum on the flat terrace.
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the flat terrace (A0) [11,24]. The adatom then crosses the
step edge following a pathwayA1PCDM (or A1PBDM)
and finally reaches the minimum siteM which is larger
than A0 in binding energy by 1.6 eV. As addressed in
the previous calculations [11], the H release and captu
are the crucial processes in the adatom diffusion (Fig. 4
The adatom captures a H atom (A1 ! P), then releases
one H atom to an upper-terrace dimer (P ! C), and again
captures another H atom (C ! D ! M). The activation
energy for the pathway is 0.8 eV by theP ! C step. The
adatom from the dimer rows of the upper terrace follow
a pathwayE1PCDM. The energy barrier is again 0.8 eV
with P ! C as the rate-determining process. The energ
barrier from the upper terrace to the lower terrace is com
parable to the diffusion barrier along the dimer rows on
the flat terrace (Qk  0.7 eV [11]). Thus, there is no
additional energy barrier (Schwoebel barrier [15]) in the
vicinity of the step edge. On the other hand, the adatom
from the lower terrace (fromE2) can reachM with a
barrier of 0.4 eV. Once an adatom is captured atM, it
hardly escapes from the site since the barriers toward th
upper and lower terraces are as high as 1.8 and 2.0 e
respectively. Therefore, the nonrebondedSB step plays
as a deep sink for the adatom. The stability ofM comes
from the formation of the adatom-dihydride in which all
surface dangling bonds are terminated (Fig. 4).

The adatom reaction and diffusion near theSA step
show sharp differences from those near the nonrebond
SB step [Fig. 3(b)]. We have found three binding sites
A1, A2 and A3 near theSA step. The binding energy of
A3 is only 0.1 eV larger than that ofA0. An adatom
from the upper terrace migrates to the lower terrace alon
A1 ! A3 or A2 ! E3. The energy barriers for the two
pathways are 0.9 and 0.95 eV, respectively, which ar
comparable to that for the adatom diffusion perpendicula
to the dimer rows on the terrace (Q'  1.0 eV [11]).
Thus, the Schwoebel barrier is again absent. Since the
is no deep binding site near the step edge, theSA step is a
shallow sink for the adatom.

The absence of the Schwoebel barrier near the singl
layer steps is distinct from theDB step on the clean
surface, where an adatom undergoes a large barrier f
the diffusion [20]. The barrier causes a step bunching
leading to the formation ofh311j facets. Such a step
bunching, however, is not likely at the single-layer step
on the hydrogenated Si(100) surface.

The present finding that theSB step is a deep sink
for the adatom gives a unified explanation of severa
observations in epitaxial experiments. First, a denude
zone, where the island density is much reduced compar
to other places, appears near the upper terrace of theSB

step during the growth [3]. Because of its anisotropic
diffusion [11,12], the adatom from the upper terrace get
easier access toM than from the lower terrace near theSB

step edge. This leads to a less island density on the upp
terrace. Second, antiphase boundaries that are genera
when two epitaxial islands meet each other out of phas
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Si
FIG. 4. Stable and metastable geometries around the nonrebondedSB step edge. Meshed, black, and open circles denote
adatoms, H atoms, and Si atoms, respectively. Labels correspond to the sites shown in Fig. 3(a).
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(dimer rows of one island to troughs of the other an
vice versa) are frequently observed in the growth usi
hydrogen [4,6]. TheB-type antiphase boundaries, whic
are perpendicular to the dimer rows of the islands and th
structurally similar to theSB step, are effective nucleation
sites [4,6]. We argue that this phenomenon is due to t
preferential adatom adsorption at theSB steps. Finally,
it was observed that hydrogen works as a surfactant
GeySi heteroepitaxy, suppressing the three-dimensio
growth of the Ge overlayer [7,8]. Formation of the three
dimensional structures involves adatom aggregation o
islands via surface diffusion, which makes it necessa
for adatoms to climb the step boundaries of the island
On the clean Si(100) surface, the activation energies
Si adatom climbing are 0.85 and 1.4 eV near theSA and
SB steps, respectively [25]. On the hydrogenated Si(10
surface, however, the adatom climbing is effective
prevented by larger energy barriers of 1.0 and 1.8 e
(Fig. 3). Since the present results of Si adsorption cou
be relevant to Ge adsorption, it is expected that the
atom works as a surfactant suppressing island formatio

This work was supported in part by the Japan S
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